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ON THE EVALUATION OF INDEFINITE INTEGRALS INVOLVING THE
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS: DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD*

BY

L. C. MAXIMON AND G. W. MORGAN
Brown University

Summary. The solution of a general second order linear partial differential equation
in two variables by Laplace transforms is utilized to develop a method for the evaluation
of a large class of indefinite integrals involving the special functions.

1. Introduction. Indefinite integrals involving the special functions are of im-
portance in analysis and in many physical problems. Although extensive work has
been done on integrals containing the Bessel functions the literature contains relatively
few results for any of the other special functions. For references see the paper immediately
.succeeding this one in this issue.1 In the following we develop a method of evaluating
integrals which is equally applicable to many of the special functions, including the
Bessel functions as a particular case.

2. Motivation. Let us consider the solution of a linear homogeneous partial differen-
tial equation in one space variable and time which is typical of those encountered in
mathematical physics:

dy
dt - i [«<*> !]• <«

We may solve this equation by use of the Laplace transform defined by

Y(x, s) = f e~"y(x, t) dt (2)
Jo

in terms of which Eq. (1) may be written

a(x)Y" + a'{x)Y' - sY = -y(x, 0), (3)

where primes denote derivatives with respect to x. The ordinary inhomogeneous differ-
ential equation (3) may be solved by variation of parameters, giving

in which F, and Y? are any two linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous
equation

and

a(x)Y" + a\x)Y' - sY = 0 (5)

W(x) = Y1Y2 — Y[Yt (6)
is the Wronskian of Yi and Y2. Thus, assuming that the boundary and initial conditions
pertaining to Eq. (3) are known, the limits on the integrals in Eq. (4) may be determined
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and the transform Y(x, s) of the solution is then given in terms of indefinite integrals
of known functions.

Rather than proceeding to the inversion of Y(x, s), however, we shall consider the
integrals in Eq. (4) as our unknowns and hence would like to have Y(x, s) a known
solution. One case in which the solution is quite simple is provided by assuming the
boundary and initial conditions to be such that the solution y(x, t) is actually time
independent, so that

y{x, t) = y{x, 0) s y0 ,

Y(x, ,) - m
s

and y0 satisfies
[a(x)y']' = 0. . (8>

The particular boundary conditions that must be chosen need not concern us here,,
since, as will be seen later, they do not enter the final formulas. Writing

7, = S / a(x)wlx) dx l=1'2> (9>

we now solve for /, from Eqs. (4) and (7):

Y\T2 Y2Ii = y0 . (10a)>

Differentiation gives

Ylh - YH, = Vo . (10b)
Hence

t  yp  yo ^ i • i o /i i\'« yy t — 1, 2 (11}

and from Eqs. (9) and (11) we have

s J Y<y0 dx = a{x)[y0Y'i - y'aY,] i = 1,2 (12>

after substituting

W - corn*. X exp [- / <fc] , ^ (13),

from Eq. (3). By differentiating Eq. (12) it may be noted that this equation is valid
for any solutions F{ and y0 of Eqs. (5) and (8) respectively.

Let us consider a particular example. With

a(x) = 1 — x2, s = —v(v + 1) (14)
we may set

y< = p,(x), (15)

the Legendre function, and from Eq. (8)

y0 = A + B log 1 + x
1 — x (16).
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where A and B are arbitrary constants. Substituting Eqs. (14), (15) and (16) in Eq.
(12) we obtain two indefinite integrals involving the Legendre function. For A — I,
B = 0, we have

-v(v + 1) j P,(x) dx = (1 - x*)P',{x), (17)

and for A = 0, B = 1

-„(« + 1) / Prix) log | | dx = (1 - x°)[p:(x) log | j - f^]. (18)

3. Derivation of generalized formula. We now extend Eq. (12) by considering a more
general equation than Eq. (1), and hence let y(x, t) be a solution of

± [.,M + 6.W |] 0 - 0, (19)
in which a^(x) and b^x) are arbitrary. Introducing higher derivatives with respect to t
does not seem to generalize further the final results. Additional results may be obtained,
however, by considering an equation containing higher derivatives with respect to
x and this is done in [B]. Defining Y(x, s) as in Eq. (2) and taking the Laplace transform
of Eq. (19) with respect to t we obtain

E la,(x) + sb,(x)] ̂  = E Hx) ^ - K(x), (20)

which we solve by variation of parameters, giving

F(x, s) = Y, J {aJ^])W ~ Y, f ± s[jW dx. (21)
Here F, and F2 are any two linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous equation

E [av(z) + sb{(x)] = 0 (22)

and W is the Wronskian of Yx and F2 , defined in Eq. (6). We again assume that the
boundary and initial conditions are such that y(x, t) is independent of time, so that
Eq. (7) is valid and y0 is a solution of

X>(x)g = 0. (23)

Substituting Eq. (7) in Eq. (21) we have

y0 = YJ2 - FjJ] , (24)
where

Ii = sf~^7w^dx i==1'2' (25a)

Ci - a,(x) + sbj(x) i = 0, 1, 2. (25b)
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As in Eqs. (10), (11) and (12) we differentiate Eq. (24), solve for 7( , and equate the
result to the right hand side of Eq. (25a). In this equation we may then substitute

W = const. X exp j^— J dxj (26)

and

sK(x) = g(c4 - ad ^ (27)

from Eqs. (20) and (25b), obtaining finally

/Fi exp [/ (l)dx] • k to(c<~a,) (I£dx = {y!,Yi ~ y°Y[) exp [/ (|)dx]

(28)
and a similar and redundant equation with F2 in place of Fj. In Eq. (28) Fi is a solution
of

2 rl' v
rf = 0. (29). i- o WXj

Also, y0 is a solution of Eq. (23), in view of which Eq. (28) may also be written in the
form

/ Y, exp [/ (|) dx] • i ± a, ̂ 5 it - fejy, - ^3 exp [/ (&) &]. (30)

Moreover, in Eq. (30) y0 may be completely arbitrary; Eq. (23) need no longer be
assumed. Frequently, however, it will be found more convenient to use Eq. (28), in
which case Eq. (23) must be satisfied. By differentiating it may be noted that Eq. (28)
is valid for any solutions Y1 and y0 of Eqs. (29) and (23) respectively, and Eq. (30) is
valid for any solution Fj of Eq. (29) and arbitrary y0 . Equations (28) and (30) are the
desired generalizations of Eq. (12). Their use will be illustrated later by some examples.

We are indebted to Dr. Paul Germain for pointing out to us that Eq. (30) may
also be obtained by considering the Wronskian

W* = YlV'0 - Y[y0 ,

where Fj is a solution of Eq. (29) and F0 is arbitrary. Thus, if we let

f{x) = c2y'Q' + cxy'a + c0y0 ,

then

c2W*' + ClW* = fYl ,

and solving for W* we have

w' ■*» [/ (!)&] - / ^[/ (!) *]
which is identical with Eq. (30). Although this derivation is far simpler than that given
in arriving at Eqs. (28) and (30), the lengthier discussion is presented for a number of
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reasons. First, it is in Eq. (28) that one sees clearly that to obtain fairly simple integrands
{and hence useful integrals) one must choose Y t and ya so that all but one of the factors
c, — a, is zero, and this equation is only put in evidence by the first method of derivation.
Moreover, although relations involving the Wronskian have often been used in the past
to evaluate indefinite integrals, the exhibition of Eq. (30) solely as an expression for the
Wronskian W* does not point up the possibility of immediately adapting this equation
to the evaluation of a very general class of useful integrals. Second, the idea of starting
with a relatively difficult time dependent problem leading to a solution in terms of inte-
grals which must be calculated, and then looking for a particularly simple solution
(e.g. a time independent solution) which may be arrived at by other means, thus enabling
us to reverse the usual role of known and unknown quantities in the time dependent
solution, may prove fruitful in connection with other problems.

While extensive work has been done on indefinite integrals involving the Bessel
functions, many of which will be obtained by the methods developed here in [B], we
give two examples of other integrals to illustrate the simplicity of the present procedure.3

Thus if we choose Yi = , the Whittaker function which is a solution of

r" + (~ i + i +

and if we let y0 = W,,, , then from Eq. (28) we have immediately

V - m2) / dx = W'..rW„ - . (31)

On the other hand, if we let y0 = , then again from Eq. (28) we have

(* - A) / x-'W.^W^ dx = - Wi.jri., . (32)

Equations (31) and (32) were arrived at by choosing Yi and y0 so that
(c, — O;) d'y0/dx' would reduce to a single term. Evidently many integrals may be

evaluated in this way, but the class of integrals which may be obtained by this procedure
may be greatly extended by allowing more than one of the terms c, — a{ to be non-zero.
We select functions Yi and y0 containing one or more parameters so that they have the
same functional form but differ in the value of their parameters. Using the recurrence
formulas satisfied by these functions one may obtain recurrence formulas for integrals;
the first few integrals may be evaluated in the manner illustrated by Eqs. (31) and (32)
and the recurrence relations then give all others. This procedure is developed in [B],
in which a number of integrals involving the Legendre functions, the confluent hyper-
geometric function and the Bessel functions are evaluated.

'See Refs. [7] and [8] at the end of [B],
Note added in proof: Work of a similar nature by G. M. Muller has just appeared in Proc. Amer.

Math. Soo., Oct. 1954, p. 716.


